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M L A T I N O  M E D I A ’ S



192192  
Days in the OfficeDays in the Office  
550+      

Coffees

4 Avg. Days to deliver 

23 Late Nights

365 Days of work

9 Happy Hours





HighlightsHighlights
Monthly Milestones

JANUARY
Relocated to our

new office in
Capella Tower

FEBRUARY
Documented the

passing of DL for All
at State Capitol

MARCH
Collaborated to

promote Minneapolis
International Festival

APRIL
Started a three year

project related to
transportation

SEPTEMBER
Celebrated Hispanic

Heritage Month
with partners

OCTOBER
Successfully

published the 9th
edition of “Yo. Un

Latino en MN”

NOVEMBER
Completed three
Early Childhood

Education Projects

DECEMBER
Partnered with a
state agency in a

multicultural
advertising project

AUGUST
Initiated MCLA’s
45th Anniversary

documentary series

JULY
Promoted outdoor

activities among
Latinos with

agencies

JUNE
Continued our work

as diverse media
with state agencies

MAY
Produced insightful

interviews w/leaders
at MN Governor’s

Fishing Opener



One of the highlights of summer 2023 was the participation in CEO NOW, a
program presented by Hennepin County where small business owners meet on
a weekly basis to learn and discuss opportunities and challenges, and to
acquire new skills for growth. It was a very cool opportunity to find new
resources and to meet with a very dynamic mix of business owners and learn
from each other. 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/hennepin-county/


We take great pride in our unwavering commitment to consistencyWe take great pride in our unwavering commitment to consistency    
across all our projects. We're incredibly grateful for the opportunity toacross all our projects. We're incredibly grateful for the opportunity to    

welcome new partners aboard, as their collaboration enriches andwelcome new partners aboard, as their collaboration enriches and    
strengthens our collective journey.strengthens our collective journey.  



For over nine years, www.elminnesotadehoy.com
has been our beacon, consistently delivering
daily news and invaluable resources through
digital media. This project stands tall among our
endeavors, fostering local identity and
showcasing Latino leadership in Minnesota. It's a
testament to our commitment to empowering
and recognizing our community's strength.

Vanguard inVanguard in
Local LatinoLocal Latino
Digital MediaDigital Media

http://www.elminnesotadehoy.com/


New episodes forNew episodes for
MNHoy Presenta:MNHoy Presenta:3030



ON SCREEN AND ON THE STREET
Our journey has been twofold - crafting compelling
video advertising while actively documenting pivotal
community events. Through our lens, we've not only
created impactful advertising but also chronicled the
pulse of our community's growth. Each event covered
stands as a testament to the burgeoning strength,
while our documentation captures the invaluable
testimony of our community's leadership.



Being the first day of the year 2024, it is worth taking the time and
reflecting on our passage through 2023.

To recognize what has been achieved, what is exciting and positive. To
treasure the support and participation of individuals or organizations
that were there without any condition, identify new ways to establish
new partnerships, with new individuals, organizations; grow together.

Let's take into account that each of us is unique and that if at the end
of the day (or year) you find yourself knowing that everything you did,
you did it with a positive intention, with the necessary care and that
you managed to adapt to the unforeseen; That's where you'll know
you've had a great year 2023.

Time is to appreciate, reorganize, set new goals and continue your
path in this Happy New Year 2024!

Gus Mancilla, 
Founder and Business Developer at MLatino Media



MAILING ADDRESS
225. S. 6th St. #3900
Minneapolis, Mn, 55402

EMAIL ADDRESS
info@mlatinomedia.com

PHONE NUMBER
(651) 335 1710


